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SOCIAL & EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Hey Warrior

Hey Awesome

By Young Karen
HEY SIGMUND

By Young Karen
HEY SIGMUND

Kids can do amazing things with the right information.
Understanding why anxiety feels the way it does and
where the physical symptoms come from is a powerful
step in turning anxiety around. Anxiety explained, kids
empowered.

If kids with anxiety could see their strengths, they would
feel so much bigger than their anxiety. They would feel
bigger than everything. This book is a reminder for all kids
that everything they need to be brave, strong and brilliant
is already in them.

AUD RRP: $24.99
Release Date: 31/01/2017
Format: Hardback

AUD RRP: $24.99
Release Date: 30/10/2020
Format: Hardback

ISBN-13: 9780648488804
Pages: 32
Size: 270 X 210

ISBN-13: 9780648488828
Pages: 36
Size: 270 X 210

But We're Not
Lions

The Boy with Big,
Big Feelings

By Karen Young and
Illustrated by Norvile
Dovidonyte
HEY SIGMUND

By Britney Winn Lee and
Jacob Souva
1517 MEDIA

A book about boundaries, peer pressure, self-esteem,
and self-acceptance, and a reminder for all kids that the
very best thing about them, is them. The animals were
mighty and magnificent, but they were miserable! For
way too long, they’d been forced to become something
that didn’t feel right.

Meet a boy with feelings so big that they glow from his
cheeks, spill out of his eyes, and jump up and down on his
chest. The Boy with Big, Big Feelings is relatable for any
child, but especially for children experiencing anxiety and
extreme emotions, or who have been diagnosed with
autism or as a Highly Sensitive Person.

AUD RRP: $24.95
Release Date: 15/11/2019
Format: Hardback

AUD RRP: $28.99
Release Date: 20/08/2019
Format: Hardback

ISBN-13: 9780648488859
Pages: 36
Size: 270 X 210

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781506454504
Pages: 14
Size: 260 X 222
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What to Do When
Bad Habits Take
Hold

What to Do When
You Grumble Too
Much

By Dawn Huebner and
Illustrated by Bonnie
Matthews
MAGINATION PRESS

By Dawn Huebner and
Illustrated by Bonnie
Matthews
MAGINATION PRESS

Guides children and their parents through the cognitivebehavioral techniques used to treat a variety of habits.
This interactive self-help book includes engaging
examples, illustrations, and instructions that teach
children a set of habit-busting strategies in the form of
'keys' to unlock the chains holding their habits in place.

An interactive self-help book that guides 6- to 12-year-old
children and their parents through the cognitivebehavioral techniques used to treat negative thinking.
Engaging and easy to follow, this What to Do guidebook
empowers children to work toward change. It includes a
note to parents and caregivers.

AUD RRP: $29.99
Release Date: 14/01/2009
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $29.99
Release Date: 14/01/2007
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781433803833
Pages: 72
Size: 100 X 100

ISBN-13: 9781591474500
Pages: 88
Size: 250 X 200

What to Do When
Your Temper Flares

What to Do When
You Worry Too
Much

By Dawn Huebner and
Illustrated by Bonnie
Matthews
MAGINATION PRESS

By Dawn Huebner and
Illustrated by Bonnie
Matthews
MAGINATION PRESS

Guides children and their parents through the cognitivebehavioral techniques used to treat problems with anger.
This interactive self-help book teaches children a set of
"anger dousing" methods aimed at cooling angry thoughts
and controlling angry actions, resulting in calmer, more
effective kids.

An interactive self-help book designed to guide 6-12 year
old and their parents through the cognitive-behavioral
techniques most often used in the treatment of
generalised anxiety. This book educates and motivates
children to work towards change. It includes a note to
parents by psychologist and author Dawn Huebner, PhD.

AUD RRP: $29.99
Release Date: 14/01/2008
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $29.99
Release Date: 30/12/2005
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781433801341
Pages: 88
Size: 100 X 100

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781591473145
Pages: 80
Size: 100 X 100
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Something Bad
Happened:

Green-Eyed Goblin

A Kid's Guide to Coping
With Events in the News

By Kay Al-Ghani and
Haitham Al-Ghani
JESSICA KINGSLEY
PUBLISHERS

By Huebner Dawn
JESSICA KINGSLEY PUBLISHERS

Deep inside everyone, a little goblin lies sleeping. When it
wakes up, its eyes turn green, its nose grows, and it starts
to breathe a smelly green mist. This is the story of the
wakening of a Green-Eyed Goblin.
When children learn about something big and bad - even
when they hear only bits and pieces - their brains get
busy trying to make sense of it. Where did it happen?
Why did it happen? And especially, will it happen again?
Something Bad Happened guides children ages 6 to 12
and the adults who care about them through tough
conversations about national and international tragedies

This fun illustrated storybook will help children aged 5-13
to understand and cope with jealousy and how it can
sometimes make us feel not good enough. A helpful
introduction for parents and carers explains jealousy in
children, and a section at the back of the book provides
strategies for overcoming it.

AUD RRP: $28.99
Release Date: 14/11/2019
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $36.99
Release Date: 14/12/2016
Format: Hardback

ISBN-13: 9781787750746
Pages: 80
Size: 228 X 152

The Nervous
Knight

Juniper and the Oak
By Lau Penelope
WILKINSON PUBLISHING

By Lloyd Jones and
Illustrated by Ian
MacDonald
JESSICA KINGSLEY
PUBLISHERS

Once upon a time, in a peaceful kingdom far away, there
lived a knight. This knight was never ever seen without
their armour. In fact, nobody even knew what they
looked like under their helmet.
The Nervous Knight shows what childhood anxiety can
look like, while helping to normalise it and show children
that they can do the things they care about despite their
worries. It also contains a guide for parents and
professionals, giving expert advice on how to use the
book to aid discussions on this topic.
AUD RRP: $31.99
Release Date: 26/04/2021
Format: Hardback

ISBN-13: 9781787754164
Pages: 48
Size: 240 X 240

ISBN-13: 9781785920912
Pages: 48
Size: 287 X 223

Juniper Bunny lives next to a farm with her family and loves
her favourite oak tree. One day she is dismayed to find her
tree losing its leaves! An enchanting story of learning about
and discovering the delights of the four seasons. Juniper
learns to adapt and embrace the changes that each season
brings, from vibrant autumn leaves to glistening white
snow, spring’s fragrant blooms and summer’s sunny days.
AUD RRP: $24.99
Release Date: 20/05/2021
Format: Hardback

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781925927603
Pages: 32
Size: 240 X 170
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Starving the Anger
Gremlin for Children
Aged 5-9

Kids' Guide to Staying
Awesome and in
Control

By Collins-Donnelly Kate
JESSICA KINGSLEY
PUBLISHERS

By Brukner Lauren
JESSICA KINGSLEY PUBLISHERS

Help children to understand and manage their anger
with this fun and imaginative workbook. The Anger
Gremlin is a naughty creature, and his favourite food is
your anger! The more anger you feed him, the bigger
and bigger he gets and the angrier and angrier you feel!
How can you stop this?

Packed with simple ideas to regulate the emotions and
senses, this book will help children tackle difficult feelings
head-on and feel awesome and in control! From breathing
exercises, pressure holds, and finger pulls, to fidgets, noisereducing headphones and gum, the book is brimming with
fun stuff to help kids feel cool, calm and collected.

AUD RRP: $36.99
Release Date: 14/10/2014
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $36.99
Release Date: 13/09/2014
Format: Hardback

ISBN-13: 9781849054935
Pages: 176
Size: 246 X 176

ISBN-13: 9781849059978
Pages: 112
Size: 253 X 176

How to Be a
Superhero Called
Self-Control!

How Can I Wait
When There's a
Treat on My Plate?

By Lauren Brukner and
Apsley
JESSICA KINGSLEY
PUBLISHERS

By Graham Dan
MAGINATION PRESS

Meet Self-Control, a superhero who wants to teach
young children his superpowers of self-control! Anxiety,
frustration, anger, and other difficult feelings won't
stand a chance against their new-found powers. SelfControl teaches children with emotional and sensory
regulation difficulties aged approximately 4-7 how to
calm themselves using self-massage, deep pressure,
breathing exercises, and activities such as making an
imaginary list and finding their own peaceful place.

It's hard for some kids to wait for something that they
really want! A marshmallow now or ice cream later? In this
lively, rhyming picture book, twins Dell and Pete face a
series of humorous choices that test their ability to stay
strong in the face of temptation. Includes a Note to Parents
and Caregivers that explores techniques to help kids build
impulse control and learn to delay gratification. Includes a
Note to Parents and Caregivers that explores techniques to
help kids build impulse control.

AUD RRP: $36.99
Release Date: 14/01/2016
Format: Hardback

AUD RRP: $29.99
Release Date: 14/09/2021
Format: Hardback

ISBN-13: 9781849057172
Pages: 112
Size: 254 X 177

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781433832260
Pages: 32
Size: 100 X 100
6
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All Birds Have
Anxiety

My Anxiety
Handbook:

Getting Back on Track

By Hoopmann Kathy
JESSICA KINGSLEY
PUBLISHERS

Life as a bird can be stressful! From worrying about airplanes,
windows, and getting enough worms to eat, birds can be
anxious beings.

By Sue Knowles, Bridie
Gallagher and Phoebe
McEwen
JESSICA KINGSLEY
PUBLISHERS

Through a light-touch, quizzical depiction of bird behaviour, All
Birds Have Anxiety uses colourful images and astute
explanations to explore with gentle humour what it means to
live with anxiety day-to-day, and how to begin to deal with it.

Helping young people with anxiety learn to recognise
and manage their symptoms, this anxiety survival
guide teaches 10 to 21 year old’s how they can
overcome their biggest worries. Showing that anxiety
is a normal human emotion that many people face,
this book helps young people understand the ins and
outs of their own anxiety and helps them to
challenge the difficult patterns they may get into.

AUD RRP: $26.99
Release Date: 14/05/2017
Format: Hardback

AUD RRP: $34.99
Release Date: 16/03/2018
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781785921827
Pages: 72
Size: 218 X 214

ISBN-13: 9781785924408
Pages: 192
Size: 226 X 152

Help! I've Got an Alarm
Bell Going Off in My
Head!

All About
Anxiety

By K.L. Aspden and Illustrated by
Zita Ra
JESSICA KINGSLEY PUBLISHERS

By Lewis Carrie
1517 MEDIA

Ever wondered what happens inside our bodies when we feel
angry, nervous, stressed or anxious? This straightforward,
illustrated guide explores just that, explaining what happens to
the brain and nervous system when that alarm bell in our
heads starts ringing. It describes how our bodies can become
very sensitive and set off false alarms and includes tips.

All About Anxiety tackles tough questions kids have
about what's going on in their brains when they feel
anxious and equips readers with new strategies to
manage anxiety so they can thrive in their daily lives.
They'll learn about the evolutionary reasons for fear
and anxiety and that anxiety isn't always a bad thing.

AUD RRP: $23.99
Release Date: 14/01/2016
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $23.99
Release Date: 05/09/2020
Format: Hardback

ISBN-13: 9781849057042
Pages: 48
Size: 229 X 152

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781506463209
Pages: 88
Size: 184 X 146
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Outsmarting Worry:

Touch and Go Joe

By Dawn Huebner and
Illustrated by Kara McHale
JESSICA KINGSLEY PUBLISHERS

By Wells Joe
JESSICA KINGSLEY PUBLISHERS

An Older Kid's Guide to
Managing Anxiety

Worry has a way of growing, shifting from not-a-bigdeal to a VERY BIG DEAL in the blink of an eye. This bigdeal Worry is tricky, luring children into behaviours that
keep the anxiety cycle going. Children often find it hard
to fight back against Worry, but not anymore.

In this down-to-earth, fun and empowering book, Joe Wells
talks about his teenage experience of OCD and all the
coping mechanisms and treatment options that have
worked for him. This updated edition with all-new
illustrations includes a brand-new chapters.

AUD RRP: $26.99
Release Date: 14/01/2018
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $34.99
Release Date: 12/10/2021
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781785927829
Pages: 112
Size: 226 X 150

Catching
Thoughts

ISBN-13: 9781787757776
Pages: 160
Size: 216 X 138

Panicosaurus

By Kay Al-Ghani and
Haitham Al-Ghani
JESSICA KINGSLEY
PUBLISHERS

By Clark Bonnie
1517 MEDIA

Have you ever felt a sense of dread and worry creeping over
you? That might be the Panicosaurus coming out to play.
Sometimes the Panicosaurus tricks Mabel's brain into
panicking about certain challenges, such as walking past a
A child learns to acknowledge an unwanted thought,
big dog on the street or when her favourite teacher is not at
show it compassion, and then actively let it go so she
school. With the help of Smartosaurus, who lets her know
can focus on positive thoughts instead. For every child
who has been weighed down by sadness or anxiety, this there is really nothing to be afraid of, Mabel discovers
different ways to manage Panicosaurus, and defeat the
story teaches kids how to acknowledge unwanted
thoughts, show them compassion, then actively replace challenges he creates for her. This fun, easy-to-read and
fully illustrated storybook.
them with positive thoughts instead.
AUD RRP: $28.99
Release Date: 10/10/2020
Format: Hardback

ISBN-13: 9781506464169
Pages: 32
Size: 155 X 155

AUD RRP: $36.99
Release Date: 14/12/2012
Format: Hardback

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781849053563
Pages: 56
Size: 283 X 218
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GRIEF & LOSS

The Memory Box

My Shining Star

By Rowland Joanna
1517 MEDIA

By Robina Haines and
Illustrated by Jennifer Telford
ROBINA HAINES

From the perspective of a young child, Jennifer Rowland
artfully describes what it is like to remember and grieve a
loved one who has died. The child in the story creates a
memory box to keep mementos and written memories of
the loved one, to help in the grieving process. Heartfelt
and comforting, The Memory Box will help children and
adults talk

Following his hero Dads passing, Ollie goes on a journey to
find his Dad in heaven. Lots of little creatures come out to
help him and ultimately, he realises that it is in spirit of
nature his Dad now lives. This book might provide a
starting point for anyone else who may be on a similar
journey. A wonderful, relatable story of how a little boy
who is confused after his father has passed.

AUD RRP: $26.99
Release Date: 25/11/2017
Format: Hardback

AUD RRP: $19.95
Release Date: 09/03/2020
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781506426723
Pages: 32
Size: 257 X 257

If You Were
Here

You'll Find Me
By Hill Amanda Rawson
MAGINATION PRESS

By Elisabeth Sophia
and Illust. by Anita
Bagdi
LITTLE STEPS

If you were here, I’d hug you tight. If you were here, I’d
say, ‘You are my very bestest friend.’ I wish you could
have stayed. If You Were Here is a beautiful rhyming
story for little ones who have lost someone important to
them. Through a little boy’s journey of loss to hope, If
You Were Here shows us how we are always and forever
connected to those we cherish.
AUD RRP: $24.95
Release Date: 13/08/2021
Format: Hardback

ISBN-13: 9781925839852
Pages: 32
Size: 280 X 240

ISBN-13: 9780648256724
Pages: 28
Size: 215 X 215

Absence becomes remembrance in this soothing book that
offers tender ways to pay tribute throughout daily life to a
loved one who is not around. Be it friends, family, pets, or
others, memories can carry us beyond the precious
moments we have together to keep the ones we love in
mind always.
AUD RRP: $29.99
Release Date: 11/01/2021
Format: Hardback

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781433831263
Pages: 32
Size: 254 X 203
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LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT

I Don't Like Reading

Tricky Punctuation in
Cartoons

By Clark Lisabeth
JESSICA KINGSLEY PUBLISHERS

By Stanton Lidia
JESSICA KINGSLEY PUBLISHERS

Meet Harry. Harry likes to play football, climb trees, and
hang out with friends, but Harry doesn't like reading. That
is until his teacher explains that Harry has dyslexia, which
makes things like reading and writing particularly hard for
him - and with help from his mum, teacher and an
educational psychologist, Harry learns specific strategies
for reading with dyslexia.

This illustrated punctuation workbook supports students
with dyslexia, ADHD or other learning difficulties to
develop punctuation skills via inquiry-based learning. The
book encourages students to engage in active learning to
make their own connections about tricky punctuation. It
provides a wealth of fun ways to remember the required
rules.

AUD RRP: $28.99
Release Date: 14/11/2017
Format: Hardback

AUD RRP: $24.99
Release Date: 01/11/2020
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781785923548
Pages: 40
Size: 261 X 185

My Wellbeing
Universe

ISBN-13: 9781787754027
Pages: 272
Size: 150 X 150

Awesome Games and
Activities for Kids with
Numeracy Difficulties

By Ray H.J
MY WELLBEING SCHOOL

By Judy Hornigold and Illustrated
by Joe Salerno
JESSICA KINGSLEY PUBLISHERS

A young person's guide to feeling well. A practical and
creative exploration into mental health, emotional
resilience and self-awareness, which is vital in the current
global context. Designed by wellbeing and meditation
expert, H. J. Ray, this wellbeing journal carefully facilitates
a safe space for children to explore what it means to be
well.

A collection of mathematical games, activities and
curiosities to surprise and amuse children aged 7+, whilst
providing learners with a grasp of fundamental concepts
and techniques. This book can be used by anyone wanting
to improve their maths, as well as those with dyscalculia
or maths anxiety or other SLDs, and will show learners
how much fun numbers can be.

AUD RRP: $21.99
Release Date: 22/02/2021
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $36.99
Release Date: 26/04/2021
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9780648845553
Pages: 106
Size: 280 X 216

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781787755635
Pages: 144
Size: 216 X 138
10

ADHD & AUTISM

All Dogs Have ADHD

Red Beast:

Controlling Anger in
Children with
Asperger's Syndrome

By Hoopmann Kathy
JESSICA KINGSLEY PUBLISHERS

By Kay Al-Ghani and
Haitham Al-Ghani
JESSICA KINGSLEY
PUBLISHERS

This delightful, revised edition of All Dogs Have ADHD
takes an inspiring and affectionate look at Attention
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). With all-new
images from the canine world, it explores a variety of
traits that will be instantly recognisable to those who are
familiar with ADHD. Charming colour photographs of
dogs bring to life familiar ADHD characteristics such as
being restless and excitable, getting easily distracted, and
acting on impulse.

Deep inside everyone, a red beast lies sleeping. When it is
asleep, the red beast is quite small, but when it wakes up,
it begins to grow and grow. This is the story of a red beast
that was awakened. This vibrant fully illustrated children's
storybook is written for children aged 5+, and is an
accessible, fun way to talk about anger, with useful tips
about how to 'tame the red beast' and guidance for
parents on how anger affects children.

AUD RRP: $28.99
Release Date: 21/08/2020
Format: Hardback

AUD RRP: $36.99
Release Date: 14/11/2008
Format: Hardback

ISBN-13: 9781787756601
Pages: 80
Size: 216 X 213

ADHD Is Our
Superpower

Winston Wallaby
Can't Stop
Bouncing

By Soli Lazarus and Adriana
Camargo
JESSICA KINGSLEY PUBLISHERS

By Kay Al-Ghani and
Haitham Al-Ghani
JESSICA KINGSLEY
PUBLISHERS

An illustrated book to help children to understand their
ADHD diagnosis in a positive light. Each character in the
book focuses on a specific symptom of ADHD such as
hyper-focus, sensory overwhelm, poor initiation and
inattention. They also introduce readers to the unique
strengths their ADHD provides, with links to further
resources and support.
AUD RRP: $26.99
Release Date: 19/08/2021
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781843109433
Pages: 48
Size: 222 X 282

ISBN-13: 9781787757301
Pages: 64
Size: 229 X 152

Winston Wallaby, like most Wallabies, loves to bounce.
However, Winston can’t seem to ever sit still and when he
starts school, he needs help to concentrate...Luckily his
teacher Mrs Calm shows Winston how to settle down and
focus his mind in class, and he learns new ways to help
him with touch, feel, attention and awareness. This fun
illustrated storybook will help children aged 5-10 with
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder, Sensory
Processing Disorder and Autism Spectrum Disorder
recognise their sensory needs and develop tools.
AUD RRP: $36.99
Release Date: 16/03/2018
Format: Hardback

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781785924033
Pages: 72
Size: 286 X 221
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ADHD & AUTISM

All Cats Are on
the Autism
Spectrum

Autism, Bullying and
Me

By Lovegrove Emily
JESSICA KINGSLEY PUBLISHERS

By Hoopmann Kathy
JESSICA KINGSLEY
PUBLISHERS

This updated edition of the bestselling All Cats Have
Asperger Syndrome provides an engaging, gentle
introduction to autism. All-new cats take a playful look at
the world of autism, and these fun feline friends will strike
a chord with all those who are familiar with typical autistic
traits, bringing to life common characteristics such as
sensory sensitivities, social issues and communication
difficulties.

It’s not always easy to stand out from the crowd,
especially if you’re a teenager. There’s a lot of
information out there on how to deal with bullying, but a
lot of it is contradictory or seems like it won’t work but
this guidebook is different! Helping you sort fact from
fiction, the book looks at the different forms bullying.

AUD RRP: $28.99
Release Date: 22/09/2020
Format: Hardback

AUD RRP: $34.99
Release Date: 01/08/2020
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781787754713
Pages: 80
Size: 150 X 150

Awesome Autistic GoTo Guide

ISBN-13: 9781787752139
Pages: 128
Size: 196 X 130

My Autism
Book: A Child's

Guide to their
Autistic Spectrum
Diagnosis

By Yenn Purkis and Tanya
Masterman
JESSICA KINGSLEY PUBLISHERS

By Tamar Levi and
Gloria Dura-Vila
JESSICA KINGSLEY
PUBLISHERS

This book explores what it feels like to be a young person
on the autism spectrum and looks at all the brilliant things
people on the autism spectrum can do. Full of insights
about being awesome and autistic, this book celebrates
the strengths of understanding the world in a different
way. It looks at all the reasons being you and thinking
differently can be totally awesome!

My Autism Book is a beautifully illustrated picture book
that helps parents to explain an autism diagnosis to their
child in a sensitive, positive and accurate way. When a
child is diagnosed with an Autistic Spectrum Disorder
(ASD), parents often feel overwhelmed and uncertain
about how to communicate the diagnosis to their child.
This book is designed to be read with the child as a simple
introduction to their diagnosis.

AUD RRP: $34.99
Release Date: 14/06/2020
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $28.99
Release Date: 13/02/2014
Format: Hardback

ISBN-13: 9781787753167
Pages: 112
Size: 228 X 152

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781849054386
Pages: 48
Size: 216 X 216
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ADHD & AUTISM

The Autism Detective

JESSICA KINGSLEY
PUBLISHERS
Brownless Elaine
AUD RRP: $34.99
ISBN13: 9781787753044
"Dear Kit and Scully, your mission is to learn about autism. On this quest Release Date: 27/08/2021
you will need to investigate the human brain and learn about diversity." Pages: 48
What do you know about autism? Whether you know a little or a lot,
Format: Hardback
you are invited to explore your understanding of the autism spectrum
Size: 253 X 182
and discover something new by joining detectives Scully and Kit on their
investigation. As Scully and Kit interview six ordinary children, follow the
clues and see if you can guess which of them are autistic. This book puts
the spotlight on six children that openly talk about their experiences at
school and at home. By the end of the book, two children reveal what
autism means to them. Read this alone or with an adult and learn about
autism, diversity, how we are all unique and what we all share.

Spectrum Girl's Survival Guide: How to Grow Up Awesome and Autistic
Castellon Siena
"Never be ashamed of being different: it is this difference that makes
you extraordinary and unique." This essential go-to guide gives you all
the advice and tools you’ll need to help you flourish and achieve what
you want in life. From the answers to everyday questions such as Am I
using appropriate body language? and Did I say the wrong thing?
through to discussing the importance of understanding your emotions,
looking after your physical and mental health and coping with anxiety
and sensory overloads, award-winning neurodiversity campaigner Siena
Castellon uses her own experiences to provide you with the skills to
overcome any challenge. With practical tips on friendships, dating, body
image, consent and appearance, as well as how to survive school and
bullying, The Spectrum Girls Survival Guide gives you the power to
embrace who you are, reminding you that even during the toughest of
teen moments, you are never alone.

Ice-Cream Sundae Guide to Autism
Debby Elley and Tori Houghton
Autism is a bit like an ice-cream sundae. There are lots of ingredients
that go into it. There are so many types of sundae glasses out there.
Some are plain and simple; some are loud and proud! In fact, sundae
glasses are a bit like people - were all different. Because we all have
different personalities, autism doesn’t look the same in everybody. This
picture-led book uses ice-cream sundae ingredients to represent various
aspects of autism such as sensory differences, special interests or rigidity
of thinking, explaining the different facets of autism in a neutral way. The
reader can create their own individual ice-cream sundae to illustrate their
personal strengths and challenges, highlighting how it makes them
unique and helping to build confidence and self-awareness. It includes
colourful illustrations and workbook activities to help children cement
their understanding of autism.

www.woodslane.com.au

JESSICA KINGSLEY
PUBLISHERS
AUD RRP: $34.99
ISBN13: 9781787751835
Release Date: 14/05/2020
Pages: 256
Format: Paperback
Size: 216 X 138

JESSICA KINGSLEY
PUBLISHERS
AUD RRP: $34.99
ISBN13: 9781787753808
Release Date: 14/08/2020
Pages: 64
Format: Hardback
Size: 252 X 176
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DYSLEXIA

Dyslexia is My
Superpower (Most of
the Time)

Illustrated Guide to
Dyslexia and Its
Amazing People

By Rooke Margaret
JESSICA KINGSLEY PUBLISHERS

By Kate Power and Kathy
Iwanczak Forsyth
JESSICA KINGSLEY PUBLISHERS

In more than 100 interviews, children and young adults
reveal their personal tips and tactics for honing the
creative benefits of dyslexia, enabling them to thrive in
school and beyond. Strategies include ways to develop
confidence and self-belief. The contributors have
outlined specific approaches they feel have helped them.

This beautifully designed book, complete with stunning
visuals and gentle humour, approaches the subject of
dyslexia in a simple and encouraging way for all age
groups. By showing what dyslexia is and asking the reader
how it applies to them, this book offers a fun and engaging
means of working out how dyslexia affect the individual.

AUD RRP: $36.99
Release Date: 14/12/2017
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $39.99
Release Date: 14/12/2017
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781785922992
Pages: 240
Size: 215 X 140

ISBN-13: 9781785923302
Pages: 96
Size: 228 X 162

Self-Help Guide for
Teens with Dyslexia:

Bigger Picture Book
of Amazing
Dyslexics and the
Jobs They Do

By Winton Alais
JESSICA KINGSLEY PUBLISHERS

By Kate Power and Kathy
Iwanczak Forsyth
JESSICA KINGSLEY
PUBLISHERS

Useful Stuff You May Not
Learn

As Alais Winton knows, having dyslexia doesn't mean
you're not bright; like her, you might just need a
different way of looking at things. In this book, she lets
you in on the learning techniques which work for her,
and which you may not be taught at school. Offering
solutions to common problems students with dyslexia
face, describes techniques for with reading and spelling.

A beautifully designed book (packed with photos) full of
wise words and encouragement from successful dyslexics
working in comedy, architecture, law, fashion and many
other amazing (and achievable!) careers. There is also a
section from people working to support people with
dyslexia, who have researched the subject or work directly
helping dyslexics on a day to day basis.

AUD RRP: $28.99
Release Date: 14/08/2015
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $42.99
Release Date: 30/11/2020
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781849056496
Pages: 128
Size: 214 X 140

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781785925849
Pages: 200
Size: 274 X 210
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COLLECTIONS

The OO in
Uluru

The EE in the
Deep Blue Sea

By Barker Judith
WOODSLANE PRESS

By Barker
Judith
WOODSLANE PRESS

This is the story of the OO. Its an amusing sound for all of
you. The OO in Uluru is a fun Australian-themed phoneme
story that teaches young readers about the vowel sound
OO and where they can find it in different words. The
book explores many arid environments and introduces
children to many of the creatures that live there.

This is the story of the EE. A curious sound as you can see.
This is a beautifully illustrated Australian-themed
phoneme story that teaches young readers about the
vowel sound EE and where they can find it in different
words. The book explores many undersea and reef
environments and introduces children to creatures.

AUD RRP: $19.99
Release Date: 29/08/2019
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $19.99
Release Date: 04/08/2020
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781925868180
Pages: 32
Size: 200 X 250

ISBN-13: 9781925868401
Pages: 32
Size: 200 X 250

The O in the
Snow

The A in the
Rainforest

By Barker Judith
WOODSLANE PRESS

By Barker Judith
WOODSLANE PRESS

A fun Australian-themed phoneme story that teaches
young readers about the vowel sound O and where they
can find it in different words. Beautifully illustrated, the
rich colours and vibrant use of multi-media enhance the
magical experience. Inspired by the poem The Man from
Snowy River, it celebrates the drovers and animals of the
High Country.

A fun Australian-themed phoneme story that teaches
young readers about the vowel sound A and where they
can find it in different words. Beautifully illustrated, the
rich colours and vibrant use of multi-media enhance the
magical experience. The book is about the journey of
Rainbow Bird from the rainforests of Tasmania to their
counterparts in NSW.

AUD RRP: $19.99
Release Date: 31/08/2021
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $19.99
Release Date: 14/02/2022
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781925868609
Pages: 32
Size: 200 X 250

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781925868821
Pages: 32
Size: 200 X 250
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COLLECTIONS

Australian
Animal 123

Baby Australian
Animals

By Australian
Geographic

By Australian
Geographic

From the antechinus to the zebra finch, discover some of
Australia’s weird and wonderful creatures! This sturdy
alphabet board book will delight your child with bright
images of amazing Australian animals.

Did you know that kangaroo and koala babies are both
called joeys? Or which animal has a baby called a gosling?
Discover the names of your favourite Australian animals
and their babies with this baby board book.

AUD RRP: $12.95
Release Date: 02/12/2019
Format: Board book

AUD RRP: $12.95
Release Date: 02/12/2019
Format: Board book

ISBN-13: 9781925847635
Pages: 16
Size: 160 X 160

Awesome
Women Series:

ISBN-13: 9781925847642
Pages: 16
Size: 160 X 160

Awesome
Women Series:

Leaders
Authenticity

Leaders Boldness

By Priscilla Tan and
Shawn Tan
MARSHALL CAVENDISH

By Priscilla Tan and
Shawn Tan
MARSHALL CAVENDISH

Beautifully-illustrated board books featuring three female
world leaders to inspire young readers, and provide them
with role models to admire and emulate

Beautifully-illustrated board books featuring female world
leaders to inspire young readers and provide them with
role models to admire and emulate.

AUD RRP: $49.99
Release Date: 01/06/2021
Format: Board book

AUD RRP: $49.99
Release Date: 01/06/2021
Format: Board book

ISBN-13: 9789814893886
Pages: 20
Size: 160 X 160

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9789814893923
Pages: 20
Size: 160 X 160
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COLLECTIONS
Big Life Lessons
for Little Kids

Big Life Lessons
for Little Kids

Big Life Lessons for
Little Kids

Brandy
MARSHALL
CAVENDISH

Brandy
MARSHALL
CAVENDISH

Brandy
MARSHALL
CAVENDISH

This is an inspirational series of
books based on different characters
known collectively as the CAN DOs.
CAN is a child who has belief and
confidence. CAN'T is a child who is
filled with self-doubt. With the help
of CAN, CAN'T learns that she can
do anything if she puts her mind to
it.

This is an inspirational series of
books based on different
characters known collectively as
the CAN DOs. COULD has no
problems sleeping at night.
COULDNT is afraid of the dark and
has problems falling asleep at night.
COULD shares that there is nothing
to be frightened about the dark and
the two soon fall asleep.

The CAN DOs help you as a parent lay
the foundations for a well-rounded,
confident and outgoing child. WILL is
a child who has many friends. He
shares with them, and they share
with him. WON'T is a child who
doesn't like to share. But he soon
learns, with the help of WILL, that
sharing is the cornerstone of
friendship.

AUD RRP: $14.99
Release Date: 15/05/2017
Format: Hardback

AUD RRP: $14.99
ISBN-13: 9789814771306
Release Date: 15/05/2017 Pages: 345
Format: Hardback
Size: 190 X 190

AUD RRP: $14.99
Release Date: 15/05/2017
Format: Hardback

ISBN-13: 9789814771290
Pages: 169
Size: 190 X 190

Big Life
Lessons for
Little Kids

Big Life
Lessons for
Little Kids

Brandy
MARSHALL
CAVENDISH

Brandy
MARSHALL
CAVENDISH

The CAN DOs help you as a parent
lay the foundations for a wellrounded, confident and outgoing
child. DID did all his homework
and gets to play. DIDN'T didn't do
his homework and is made to stay
indoors. DID shows DIDN'T how to
set his priorities right and together
they finish their homework, then
go out to play.
AUD RRP: $14.99
ISBN-13: 9789814771313
Release Date: 15/05/2017 Pages: 309
Format: Hardback
Size: 190 X 190

ISBN-13: 9789814771337
Pages: 272
Size: 190 X 190

The CAN DOs help you as a parent
lay the foundations for a wellrounded, confident and outgoing
child. WAS is a child who likes to
win but knows how to lose
graciously. WASN'T is a child who
also likes to win but hates to lose.
And when he does, he not only
loses his temper, but he also loses
his friends. WAS helps WASN'T
understand that losing is just part
of playing. And whether you win
or lose, it should always be fun.
AUD RRP: $14.99
ISBN-13: 9789814771320
Release Date: 15/05/2017 Pages: 240
Format: Hardback
Size: 190 X 190

www.woodslane.com.au
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COLLECTIONS

Australia's
Amazing
Whales and
Dolphins

Australia's
Amazing Sharks
By Australian
Geographic

By Australian
Geographic

Featuring detailed illustrations of the whales and
dolphins that call Australia home, this amazing book will
profile key species, such as the humpback whale, the
sperm whale, the killer whale and the common bottlenose dolphin, as well as introduce young readers to more
exotic species such as Cuviers beaked whale and the
spectacled porpoise. Get ready to dive in!

Featuring detailed illustrations of the sharks that call
Australia home, this amazing book profiles key species,
such as the great white shark, the whale shark, the great
hammerhead shark and the grey nurse shark, as well as
introducing young readers to more exotic species such as
the cookiecutter shark and the tassled wobbegong. Get
ready to dive in!

AUD RRP: $19.99
Release Date: 14/12/2021
Format: Hardback

AUD RRP: $19.99
Release Date: 14/12/2021
Format: Hardback

ISBN-13: 9781922388520
Pages: 32
Size: 297 X 230

ISBN-13: 9781922388513
Pages: 32
Size: 297 X 230

Why Kangaroos
Have Pockets

Why Rhinos Need
Friends

By Hanackova Pavla
AUSTRALIAN GEOGRAPHIC

By Hanackova Pavla
AUSTRALIAN GEOGRAPHIC

When humans have a baby, they devote all their love,
care, and attention to them. But how does it work in the
animal world? Let's journey through the wilderness
together and meet various animal families and discover
their different approaches to child-rearing. As you’ll see,
animals have all kinds of creative ways to care for the
young!

In this book you’ll learn about all the dangers facing many
of the world's creatures, including deforestation and
climate change, and learn what you can do to help change
the situation for these amazing animals and plants. There’s
no shortage of stories these days about the impact
humans have had on the planet. There’s plastic in our
oceans and rubbish in our streets.

AUD RRP: $19.95
Release Date: 20/12/2018
Format: Hardback

AUD RRP: $19.95
Release Date: 18/06/2019
Format: Hardback

ISBN-13: 9781925847017
Pages: 36
Size: 280 X 215

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781925847055
Pages: 36
Size: 280 X 215
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CHAPTER BOOKS
Scallywags and the
Troublesome
Treasure

Scallywags and
the Candy
Catastrophe

Scallywags and the
Hungry Hairy Sea
Monster

Stelzer Cameron
DAYDREAM PRESS

Stelzer Cameron
DAYDREAM PRESS

Stelzer Cameron
DAYDREAM PRESS

Ahoy there, and welcome to the
School of Scallywags. Appropriately
nicknamed, SOS, the School of
Scallywags is a bizarre boarding
school for pirates who need a little
HELP to reach their full potential.
With the motto of “Mischief,
Mayhem and Mucking About,” who
knows what each day will bring?
AUD RRP: $16.95
Release Date: 15/10/2018
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9780648280408
Pages: 240
Size: 198 X 129

Welcome to the Shark Tooth Island
Talent Quest. With knife-throwing
crocs, sleep-dancing sloths and
singing seagulls, anything is
possible. And that’s not to mention
the headline act: Nora the
Magnificent. But when Mischief
McScruff teams up with his friends.

AUD RRP: $16.95
ISBN-13: 9780648280415
Release Date: 15/10/2018 Pages: 312
Format: Paperback
Size: 198 X 129

AUD RRP: $16.95
ISBN-13: 9780648280422
Release Date: 19/02/2019 Pages: 312
Format: Paperback
Size: 198 X 129

Scallywags and the
Stormy Secret

Scallywags and the
Wham Kabam Gran

Scallywags and the
Dessert Island

Stelzer Cameron
DAYDREAM PRESS

Stelzer Cameron
DAYDREAM PRESS

Stelzer Cameron
DAYDREAM PRESS

No one likes being stuck indoors
during stormy weather – especially
not students at the School of
Scallywags. But when “Flick”
Foulweather reveals a stormy secret
to her classmates, boredom quickly
turns to curiosity. In the Scallywags’
fourth fantastic adventure, Super
sleuth, Mischief McScruff must put on
his detective’s hat and get to the
bottom of mysteries.
AUD RRP: $16.99
Release Date: 03/06/2019
Format: Paperback

What happens when four students
try to make their own Volcanic
Candy? A full-on CATASTROPHE
happens, that’s what happens! Join
Mischief, Benny, Flick and Horace
on their second disastrous
adventure at the School of
Scallywags.

ISBN-13: 9780648280439
Pages: 240
Size: 198 X 129

Mischief McScruff discovers that
Grandparents Day at the School of
Scallywags can be a little, err …
Xtreme! Introducing Pirate Xtreme
Wrestling, the school's most exciting
new sport. When champion
wrestler, Chomper O'Many, messes
with Mischief's dear old gran, the
saltwater crocodile bites off more
than he can chew.
AUD RRP: $16.99
Release Date: 04/03/2020
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9780648280446
Pages: 328
Size: 198 X 129

www.woodslane.com.au

Mischief McScruff is running late for
class – again! With the scruffy Sea
Dog on his last warning, Mischief
must arrive on time for the circus
excursion or face expulsion from the
School of Scallywags. But being
marooned on the not-so-deserted
Dessert Island was not part of the
plan.
AUD RRP: $16.99
Release Date: 16/03/2021
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9780648280453
Pages: 264
Size: 198 X 129
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CHAPTER BOOKS
The Forgotten
Map

The King's Key

The Island of
Destiny

Stelzer Cameron
DAYDREAM
PRESS

Stelzer Cameron
DAYDREAM PRESS

Stelzer Cameron
DAYDREAM PRESS

With the mysterious Forgotten
Map in his possession, Whisker
embarks on the next stage of his
quest to find the missing key.
Together with his friends, Ruby
Rat and Hook Hand Horace,
Whisker must overcome a host of
jungle dangers and outsmart the
deadliest enemies in his attempt
to claim the key.

Whisker is a Pie Rat apprentice on
the treasure hunt of a lifetime.
With the Forgotten Map and the
Kings Key safely in his grasp,
Whisker joins the ratbag crew of
the Apple Pie on their voyage to
the mysterious Island of Destiny.
Armed with scissor swords, flying
pies and barrels of gravy, the Pie
Rats must first pass through the
Treacherous Sea where untold
dangers lurk beneath the waves.

The Forgotten Map is the first
instalment in the Pie Rat series
for children age 8+. It includes
maps, diagrams and character
sketches. Fast moving passages
of text take the reader on a
swashbuckling adventure where
danger and humour intertwine in
true pirate fashion. The book
looks at the meaning and
importance of family through the
desperate eyes of a young rat
who has lost everything.

AUD RRP: $16.95
ISBN-13: 9780987461513
Release Date: 15/10/2018 Pages: 238
Format: Paperback
Size: 197 X 130

AUD RRP: $16.95
ISBN-13: 9780987461520
Release Date: 01/07/2014 Pages: 240
Format: Paperback
Size: 197 X 130

AUD RRP: $16.95
ISBN-13: 9780987461506
Release Date: 15/10/2018 Pages: 271
Format: Paperback
Size: 199 X 130

The Trophy of
Champions

Child of the Cloud

The Golden
Anchor

Stelzer Cameron
DAYDREAM PRESS

Stelzer Cameron
DAYDREAM PRESS

Stelzer Cameron
DAYDREAM PRESS

Every four years, the greatest pirate
crews on the seven seas gather for
an epic tournament of strength and
skill. In the Pirate Cup, there is no
silver and no bronze, only gold, gold,
gold for the winning team, and the
legendary Trophy of Champions. As
an official entrant, Whisker has
more on his mind than victory.
AUD RRP: $16.95
Release Date: 15/10/2018
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9780987461537
Pages: 288
Size: 198 X 129

Deep in the heart of Aladrya stands
a mighty mountain. Rising high
above the clouds, its rocky crags
and windswept cliffs are home to
four species of birds. With only
three days left until the full moon
feast, Whisker’s rescue mission
hangs in the balance.

Around Whiskers neck hangs a tiny
golden pendant - a symbol of hope
and a reminder of his family.
Passed down from generation to
generation, the golden anchor is
much more than just a lucky
charm. It may be Whiskers final
hope of saving his parents.

AUD RRP: $16.95
ISBN-13: 9780987461544
Release Date: 15/10/2018 Pages: 272
Format: Paperback
Size: 198 X 129

AUD RRP: $16.95
ISBN-13: 9780987461551
Release Date: 15/10/2018 Pages: 352
Format: Paperback
Size: 198 X 129

www.woodslane.com.au
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CHAPTER BOOKS
Museum Mystery
Squad and the
Case of the
Curious Coins

Museum Mystery
Squad and the
Case of the
Hidden
Hieroglyphics

Museum
Mystery
Squad and
the Case of
the Moving
Mammoth

Nicholson Mike
FLORIS BOOKS

Nicholson Mike
FLORIS BOOKS

Nicholson
Mike
FLORIS BOOKS

Has someone been taking money from
the museum's donations at night? Why
are there coins all over the floor? In
the Case of the Curious Coins the
Squad enlists the help of a few metallic
friends -- robots from a new futuristic
exhibition. These super-cool robots
might be able to build furniture, cook
up a feast and send messages, but can
they spy on a thief?
AUD RRP: $14.99
Release Date: 14/12/2017
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781782503637
Pages: 128
Size: 197 X 158

When a strange message is found
hidden on the casket of Pharaoh
Raneb, the Museum Mystery Squad
must crack a code nobody's seen
since ancient Egyptian times. But this
mummy's keeping mum. he Squad are
not the only ones working on the
mystery: they meet Egyptian expert
Professor Peter Gyptex, and the very
odd Vera Damclot, a fan of
mummified cats. Can the Squad
reveal the mummy's secret before it
unravels?
AUD RRP: $14.99
Release Date: 14/06/2017
Format: Paperback

Museum
Mystery Squad
and the Case of
the Roman
Riddle

Museum
Mystery Squad
and the Case of
the Vanishing
Viking

Nicholson Mike
FLORIS BOOKS

Nicholson Mike
FLORIS BOOKS

Strange lights, eerie sounds -something spooky is happening at the
museum. The ghostly goings-on
centre on a dented Roman helmet.
Could it be haunted? The Squad
aren't convinced but what better
place is there for a ghost to hide than
in a museum full of seriously old and
rather dead things?
AUD RRP: $14.99
Release Date: 14/08/2018
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781782503620
Pages: 128
Size: 197 X 158

ISBN-13: 9781782503644
Pages: 128
Size: 197 X 158

In the Case of the Moving
Mammoth, the Squad investigate
the museum's new star exhibit,
on loan from Tyrone O'Saurus,
ringmaster of the travelling
Dinosaur Circus. There must be a
reasonable explanation for a
shifting stuffed prefistoric animal.
Can they sift through the clues
and unravel the puzzle before the
museum faces a mammoth-sized
problem?
AUD RRP: $14.99
ISBN-13: 9781782503613
Release Date: 14/06/2017 Pages: 128
Format: Paperback
Size: 197 X 158

The discovery of new Viking treasure
brings the museum its biggest exhibit
yet - a giant longboat. With such a
huge attraction on show there's
plenty of room to hide a secret, or
two. In the Case of the Vanishing
Viking, the Squad investigate
legendary longboats, rare runes and
hidden hoards to try to solve their
latest mystery.
AUD RRP: $14.99
Release Date: 14/01/2019
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781782503651
Pages: 128
Size: 197 X 158

www.woodslane.com.au
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CHAPTER BOOKS

Thorfinn and the Awful Invasion

Thorfinn and the Disgusting Feast

Thorfinn and the Dreadful Dragon

MacPhail David
FLORIS BOOKS

MacPhail David
FLORIS BOOKS

MacPhail David
FLORIS BOOKS

AUD RRP: $14.99
Release Date: 14/11/2015
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781782501589
Pages: 136
Size: 197 X 158

AUD RRP: $14.99
Release Date: 14/07/2016
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781782502319
Pages: 136
Size: 196 X 158

AUD RRP: $14.99
Release Date: 14/06/2019
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781782505655
Pages: 136
Size: 197 X 158

Thorfinn and the Gruesome Games

Thorfinn and the Putrid Potion

Thorfinn and The Raging Raiders

AUD RRP: $14.99
Release Date: 14/11/2015
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $14.99
Release Date: 19/08/2020
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $14.99
Release Date: 14/10/2016
Format: Paperback

MacPhail David
FLORIS BOOKS

ISBN-13: 9781782501596
Pages: 136
Size: 197 X 158

MacPhail David
FLORIS BOOKS

ISBN-13: 9781782506379
Pages: 128
Size: 197 X 158

MacPhail David
FLORIS BOOKS

ISBN-13: 9781782502333
Pages: 136
Size: 196 X 158

Prepare yourself for the wrath of the Norsemen! That is, if you
don't mind and it's not too inconvenient...
Everyone knows Vikings are ruthless barbarians whose idea of
a good time involves pillaging, plundering and feasting. But
Thorfinn is no ordinary Viking! He is always polite and happily
offers to wash the dirty dishes. Too bad his dad is Harald the
Skull-Splitter, Village Chief and the roughest and toughest
Viking of them all.

Thorfinn and the Rotten Scots

Thorfinn and the Terrible Treasure

AUD RRP: $14.99
Release Date: 14/07/2016
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $14.99
Release Date: 14/10/2016
Format: Paperback

MacPhail David
FLORIS BOOKS

ISBN-13: 9781782502296
Pages: 136
Size: 197 X 158

MacPhail David
FLORIS BOOKS

ISBN-13: 9781782502357
Pages: 136
Size: 196 X 158

www.woodslane.com.au

On a raiding voyage to Scotland, Thorfinn and his friends Velda
and Oswald are kidnapped by Ranald MacRanald, chieftain of
the Clan MacRanald, and imprisoned at his crumbling fortress,
Castle Mad Dog. Ranald tries to ransom the 'fierce Vikings'
but little does he know that his methods of 'torture' (making
the Nicest Viking sew with the women and clean the castle
from top to bottom) are actually Thorfinn's idea of a brilliant
Scottish holiday! Will Chief Harald the Skull-Splitter come to his
son's 'rescue' before Thorfinn drives the Rotten Scots crazy
with politeness?
Thorfinn the Nicest Viking is a funny, illustrated, action-packed
new series for young readers who love Horrid Henry and Diary
of a Wimpy Kid, set in a world where manners mean nothing
and politeness is pointless!
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CHAPTER BOOKS

Elsewhere Emporium

Nowhere Emporium

By MacKenzie Ross
FLORIS BOOKS

By Mackenzie Ross
FLORIS BOOKS

The Nowhere Emporium has been stolen. The shop from
nowhere has vanished without a trace. Will it ever
reappear? As they search for the lost Emporium, Daniel
and Ellie encounter magical bookshops, deserted islands,
and an array of magicians (both dead and alive).

When the mysterious Nowhere Emporium arrives in
Glasgow, orphan Daniel Holmes stumbles upon it quite by
accident. Before long, the 'shop from nowhere' -- and its
owner, Mr Silver -- draw Daniel into a breathtaking world
of magic and enchantment.

AUD RRP: $17.99
Release Date: 14/11/2018
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $19.99
Release Date: 14/05/2015
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781782505198
Pages: 288
Size: 198 X 130

The Five Clues
(Don't Doubt The
Rainbow 1)

ISBN-13: 9781782501251
Pages: 280
Size: 198 X 130

The Rooftop
By Hammerschlag Toby
WOODSLANE PRESS

By Kessel Anthony
CROWN HOUSE PUBLISHING

Don’t Doubt the Rainbow is a new contemporary middlegrade detective series with a difference - to solve each
mystery, 13-year-old Edie Marble must harness the Three
Principles, a new approach to understanding how the
mind works that is currently proving invaluable in
improving mental health and well-being in children
internationally.

At a Sydney school, friendship develops between four
diverse students in the classroom and on the netball
court. As they learn the story of the Ancient Israelites’
quest for freedom, they reveal their unique stories.
Freedom takes on a new meaning when on the day of the
netball finals, Maha and her family face deportation.

AUD RRP: $17.99
Release Date: 03/11/2021
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $16.99
Release Date: 08/10/2019
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781785835551
Pages: 220
Size: 198 X 129

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781925868197
Pages: 152
Size: 129 X 60
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PICTURE BOOKS

An A-Z of Australian Bush Creatures
Mollard Myke
This unique A-Z book truly captures the range and diversity of our
unique and wondrous Australian wildlife. Exploring common names,
aboriginal names, Latin names and from every corner of Australia, the
book includes over 400 native animals, from sea creatures and insects,
to amphibians, reptiles, birds and mammals. The book highlights the
endangered, sometimes the extinct and the rare beauty of Australia and
its islands and territories. Fully indexed, this book invites and engages
kids (and kid-adults) of all ages to find, discover and learn all the animal
names and compare their different types. Originally assisted by leading
biologists, author Myke has ensured the illustrations are anatomically
correct as well as vibrant and enchanting. As a bonus, you can find one
human in the book doing what Myke loves best as a recreational pursuit.

Australia's Dangerous Bush Creatures
Mollard Myke
Myke Mollards signature illustrations and engaging text bring kids up
close and personal with 47 of Australia’s most deadly and dangerous
creatures, helping them to discover the true nature of these wonderful
animals. As fearsome as many of them sound, what they will come to
realise on reading this book is that these creatures live mostly peacefully
among us. Their deadly venoms, scary teeth and animal behaviour are
normally just used as warning signs or, rarely, in defence. In reading,
children will come to understand these creatures better, gain courage
and form a proper respect for them. The beauty, majesty and
wonderment of these stunning creatures, delivered in an engaging
cinematic punch, will excite the imaginations of children for life.

Australia's Endangered Bush Creatures

WOODSLANE PRESS
AUD RRP: $29.99
ISBN13: 9781925868685
Release Date: 08/10/2021
Pages: 48
Format: Hardback
Size: 350 X 270

WOODSLANE PRESS
AUD RRP: $24.99
ISBN13: 9781925868869
Release Date: 15/04/2022
Pages: 64
Format: Hardback
Size: 300 X 230

WOODSLANE PRESS

AUD RRP: $24.99
ISBN13: 9781925868876
Australia’s wild creatures are facing a fast-changing environment that
Release Date: 15/04/2022
has humankind’s fingerprint all over it and hundreds are in danger of
Pages: 64
complete extinction. We can’t save what we don’t know or understand: Format: Hardback
awareness is paramount to helping these endangered creatures survive Size: 300 X 230
into the lifetimes of future generations. Myke Mollards signature
illustrations and engaging text bring kids up close and personal with 134
of Australia’s most endangered creatures, highlighting both the common
and uncommon threats to each species and revealing the fragile balance
existing in nature and how our human impact is collapsing ecosystems
and unbalancing the natural world. While some of these creatures may
be iconic and well-studied, many of them are less known: all have their
plight, beauty and character delicately presented in this important new
book.
Mollard Myke

www.woodslane.com.au
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PICTURE BOOK

Henry the Flying Emu
By Niraj Lal and Illust. by Adam Carruthers
Key Sales Points:

* Penned by a scientist, the text benefits from the clear
explanations and facts, lending credibility to the amazing
feat. * Fun, rhyming story that has a repeated refrain,
encouraging reading along. Accompanied by charming,
detailed illustrations.
Age Range: from c 3 years

Henry the emu wanted to FLY! But flying fish, eagles and
launchers can’t seem to help. Its only after meeting
Wallagoot Jean that Henry learns about the science of
orbit, and the importance of flying first with his mind.

Author Bio:

Author: Dr Niraj (Nij) Lal graduated with a PhD in physics
from the University of Cambridge as a Gates Scholar in
2012 and was named one of the ABCs Top 5 Scientists
Under 40 in 2016. Hes currently a Visiting Fellow with the
ANU Centre for Sustainable Energy Systems, Principal at
AEMO, and the new host of ‘Imagine This’ for ABC Kids
Listen. Nij regularly appears on telly and radio to talk
science (he’s obsessed), and lives in Melbourne, Australia
with his partner Sally and two kids Ash and Ella. More info
at nirajlal.org Illustrator: Adam Carruthers is an illustrator
and designer based in Melbourne, Australia. He has
worked in the gift industry for a couple of decades,
designing and illustrating toys, greeting cards and
stationery. He loves bringing stories to life and has been
lucky enough to illustrate nine childrens books. More info
at adamcarruthers.com
AUD RRP: $27.99
Release Date: 24/05/2021
Format: Hardback

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781925868708
Pages: 32
Size: 240 X 240
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Moonlight,
Goodnight

Pugsley Platypus

By Elisabeth Sophia and
Illust. by Karina Jambrak
LITTLE STEPS

By Jessica Keating and
Illust. by Caroline Hazell
LITTLE STEPS

‘Everywhere across the land, Across the waters, too … Some
very sleepy creatures are waiting just for you.’ Join Owl on a
magical, dreamlike flight over land and sea – where sleepy
creatures are waiting to wish you a gentle goodnight.

Pugsley Platypus has a big dream - he wants to live in
the ocean! His friends warn him against his adventure,
but Pugsley is determined. But when he finally reaches
his goal, will living in the ocean be all Pugsley hopes it
will be? A fun adventure about resilience, self-belief and
finding where you belong.

AUD RRP: $28.95
Release Date: 26/10/2021
Format: Hardback

AUD RRP: $16.95
Release Date: 11/09/2020
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781922358561
Pages: 32
Size: 280 X 240

ISBN-13: 9781922358110
Pages: 32
Size: 230 X 230

Hootity Hoot

I Wish I Was A
Fish

By Gaille Walton and Illust. by
Graeme Compton
LITTLE STEPS

By Laura Bridekirk &
Illust. by Vanessa
Fernandes
LITTLE STEPS

The book is designed to bring a smile to readers’ faces, but
also to encourage curiosity, and hopefully lead to
discussions about important themes and research into
nature, especially relevant and topical in this time of raging
bushfires in Australia. It highlights the consequences of
friendship and alliances between different species, humans
and animals.

‘Oh, what a thrill it would be to have a tail and gills!
Imagine breathing underwater water! The idea gives me
chills.’ ‘I Wish I Was A Fish’ is a charming rhyming
picture book full of imaginative bath time fun. Explore
the ocean floor in this beautifully illustrated story that
will have you wishing to be a fish!

AUD RRP: $24.95
Release Date: 19/06/2020
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $14.95
Release Date: 11/12/2021
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781925839715
Pages: 28
Size: 250 X 250

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781922358776
Pages: 28
Size: 280 X 240
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Creatures with
Features:

Awesome Aussie Dogs

Shuffle, Bounce and
Leap

By Australian Geographic and
Illustrated by Ana Mikulic
AUSTRALIAN GEOGRAPHIC

By Steve Morenos and
Sharon Dalgleish
AUSTRALIAN
GEOGRAPHIC

Children learn about how features of animal’s bodies
allow them to move in a certain way. This early reader
series features images from leading wildlife
photographer, Steve Morenos, with two double-page
spreads are dedicated to each Australian animal.

Meet some of the awesome dogs that call Australia home
- from the legendarily loyal to the beautifully brave, and
the adventurous canines at the head of the pack. In this
book you’ll meet just some of the awesome dogs that call
Australia home.

AUD RRP: $14.95
Release Date: 22/11/2017
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $16.95
Release Date: 01/10/2019
Format: Hardback

ISBN-13: 9781925694604
Pages: 24
Size: 253 X 230

Tales from the Magic
Forest

ISBN-13: 9781925847581
Pages: 32
Size: 250 X 218

Neville the Devil

By Faulkner Tim
AUSTRALIAN
GEOGRAPHIC

By Pat Clarke and Illust. by
Graeme Compton
LITTLE STEPS

Deep in the dense Tasmanian scrub, you’ll find a creature
named Neville. He’s a marsupial that’s often misread and
it's important you know the real devil! An unforgettable
book set in verse; this beautifully illustrated text tells the
story of the iconic Tasmanian devil.

Join Hannah as she grows up in the magic-filled world of
Goonoo Forrest in this delightful collection of stories.
From fairies to mythical creatures, dreadful aunts and
AUD RRP: $14.95
imaginary ducks, this collection is sure to enchant readers Release Date: 20/02/2017
Format: Paperback
of all ages.
AUD RRP: $26.95
Release Date: 01/03/2022
Format: Hardback

ISBN-13: 9781742459158
Pages: 32
Size: 253 X 230

ISBN-13: 9781922678676
Pages: 80
Size: 230 X 160

www.woodslane.com.au
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When the Whales
Walked

Say No to Plastic
By Ned Heaton and Shane
Heaton and Illust. Tamzin
Barber
LITTLE STEPS

By Dougal Dixon and
Illustrated by Hannah
Bailey
AUSTRALIAN GEOGRAPHIC

Step back in time to discover how crocodiles were once
warm-blooded and how snakes had legs and burrowed
underground. Meet terrifying giant birds, and tiny
elephants living on islands. From the moment life
crawled out of the oceans and onto land, to when our
primate ancestors climbed down from the trees, the
history of Planet Earth is filled with incredible stories.
AUD RRP: $22.95
Release Date: 14/09/2018
Format: Hardback

Join Heidi the Piedy, Roy the Boy and Fran his Nan as they
travel from their favourite beach to New York City, to talk
to the world’s nations about plastic pollution. Sometimes,
the smallest voice can have the strongest message.
Useless plastic, every day. “Be the Change.” Start today.
The ocean should be clean and Blue. But who’s it up to?
Me and YOU!
AUD RRP: $16.95
Release Date: 01/06/2022
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781922358646
Pages: 32
Size: 240 X 240

ISBN-13: 9781925695236
Pages: 64
Size: 295 X 210

We Build Our Homes

Creatures of the
Order

By Laura Knowles and
Illustrated by Chris Madden
AUSTRALIAN GEOGRAPHIC

By Illustrated by Kelsey
Oseid
AUSTRALIAN GEOGRAPHIC

It’s not only humans who can build incredible structures:
around the world, mammals, birds, and insects can be
found building incredible things. From biggest beaver
dams to tinniest caddisfly cases, this beautifully
illustrated picture book explores each one and uncovers
the reasons why they built.

What do an elephant seal and a leopard have in common?
Creatures of the Order collects members of the same
taxonomic order - the same animal family - together in an
informative and beautifully illustrated way. Fascinating
text brings Kelsey Oseid's charming illustrations to life in
this enchanting look at the animal kingdom.

AUD RRP: $22.95
Release Date: 14/09/2018
Format: Hardback

AUD RRP: $24.95
Release Date: 15/01/2018
Format: Hardback

ISBN-13: 9781925695229
Pages: 64
Size: 295 X 210

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781925694567
Pages: 80
Size: 302 X 241
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He Was
Tremendously
Scary and
Extraordinarily
Hairy

Sam Squirrel
has ADHD

By Selina Lee and
Illust. by Aleksandra
Szmidt
LITTLE STEPS

By Maxwell Christopher
LITTLE STEPS

This wordless picture book is for anyone (little or big) who is
brave enough to confront their fears and worries and gain the
confidence to strive for what brings them joy, even if a little
help is needed along the way. Christopher Maxwells beautiful
Sam Squirrel can't seem to do anything right... he
illustrations invite you to tell a version of the story in your own
keeps getting in trouble at home, school and with his
words.
friends. But when Sam and his parents finally meet
with Dr Kasey, they discover another reason behind
AUD RRP: $29.95
ISBN-13: 9781925839074
Sam's troubles.
Release Date: 23/02/2021
Pages: 32
Format: Hardback

Size: 295 X 272

AUD RRP: $17.95
Release Date: 19/06/2020
Format: Paperback

A Land Down Under
and other Australiana
Verses

The Dog
Walk

By Nordqvist
Sven
FLORIS BOOKS

By Maggie May Gordon and
Illust. by Samantha Metcalfe
LITTLE STEPS

There is no doubt that a 'Land Down Under' is a place of
wonder with its unique flora, magical fauna and vibrant
colours of a wide, brown sunshine-blest land. In this delightful
book Maggie’s heart-warming poetry together with
Samantha's captivating illustrations will take you on a journey.
AUD RRP: $14.95
Release Date: 01/01/2021
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781922358936
Pages: 32
Size: 275 X 210

ISBN-13: 9781925839722
Pages: 36
Size: 270 X 210

It’s time for Grandma’s dog to go for a walk. The
eager pooch tugs the boy’s hand, excited to get
going. But where will they end up? This fantastical
story of a dog and a boy is told simply through weird,
whimsical and often hilarious illustrations. Children
will pore over each page, delighting in the incredible
details. Each reading will bring fresh discoveries and
new twists to the tale.
AUD RRP: $34.99
Release Date: 09/02/2022
Format: Hardback

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781782507437
Pages: 32
Size: 299 X 242
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Caring for Country

Who's This
Little Chick?

By Bridgeman Emily
LITTLE STEPS

By Aldang Auntie
LITTLE STEPS

This story was composed after an unforgettable experience in
Arnhem Land on Rambarranga and Dalabon country, welcomed
and taught by a group of rangers from across West Arnhem Land,
who continue to inspire me to this day.

Jay and Essie are surprised to find a little chick in
their garden. Follow them as they meet chickens
of all kinds, trying to find this little lost chick’s
parents! Will she find where she belongs?

AUD RRP: $19.99
Release Date: 17/06/2021
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $14.95
Release Date: 26/10/2021
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781925839999
Pages: 32
Size: 280 X 240

I Think That It's a
Monster

Bella's Recipe
for Success

By Siqueira Ana
1517 MEDIA

By Krygger Steven
LITTLE STEPS

Are you looking for a monster? I think there’s one nearby! Let’s
find it and discover, there’s more than meets the eye.
AUD RRP: $24.99
Release Date: 16/07/2021
Format: Hardback

ISBN-13: 9781925839951
Pages: 32
Size: 240 X 240

ISBN-13: 9781922358363
Pages: 24
Size: 275 X 240

Bella has talented siblings, but she isn't sure what
she is good at herself. When she attempts to
discover her own talent, Bella learns the
importance of trying again and again and never
giving up.
AUD RRP: $28.99
Release Date: 06/10/2021
Format: Hardback

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781506468105
Pages: 32
Size: 260 X 222
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How to Return a
Monster

You Are
Revolutionary

By Offsay Charlotte
1517 MEDIA

By Brandt Cindy Wang
1517 MEDIA

If your grown-ups bring home a small monster, er,
baby, don't panic. Just send it back! In this hilarious
and heartfelt book about sibling relationships, a girl
can't believe it when her parents bring home a
drooling, screaming, grabbing monster.

This empowering picture book teaches all kids, no matter their
age or abilities, that they have what it takes to change the
world. They don't need to wait until they grow up, and they
don't even need any special skills. They can make a big
difference--just as they are.

AUD RRP: $28.99
Release Date: 06/10/2021
Format: Hardback

AUD RRP: $28.99
Release Date: 02/12/2021
Format: Hardback

ISBN-13: 9781506464695
Pages: 32
Size: 260 X 222

Suzie and the
Snowflake

ISBN-13: 9781506478302
Pages: 32
Size: 235 X 235

Confident Coco

By Chanh Kien, Phuong Ong,
and Claire Amore
LITTLE STEPS

By Rebecca Keros and
Illust. by Andrew
McIntosh
LITTLE STEPS

When Sam the snowflake blows into Suzie’s
bedroom by mistake, they embark on a grand
adventure to help him find his way home. Suzie and
the Snowflake is a magical wintertime adventure
written in rhyme that celebrates the power and
courage and friendship.

Coco loved the park and would visit every day. But when she is
faced with a new scary challenge, her confidence is shaken.
Coco and her friend, Ruby, try to find a solution together.
Confidence is important for children as it is linked to their
sense of self-worth and self-esteem, as well as underpinning a
growth mindset and their ability to develop resilience

AUD RRP: $24.95
Release Date: 17/06/2021
Format: Hardback

AUD RRP: $14.95
Release Date: 20/05/2020
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781922358745
Pages: 32
Size: 275 X 240

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781925839760
Pages: 32
Size: 210 X 210
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Understanding
Oscar

I Have a Magic
Ball

By Jade Chapman and
Illust. by Naya Lazarev
LITTLE STEPS

By Nisrine ElChoueifati and Illust.
by Amy Calautti
LITTLE STEPS

Oscar is a little bit different from his brothers and has a
different way of interacting with the world. Sometimes that
can be hard on his brothers, but Banjo discovers that a little
understanding can go a long way.
AUD RRP: $24.95
Release Date: 01/04/2021
Format: Hardback

ISBN-13: 9781922358899
Pages: 32
Size: 240 X 240

‘Grab a ball that’s boring, find a ball that’s plain, please
grab a ball so you can play this game …’ With its
beautiful illustrations, descriptive language and clever
use of rhyme, children will be invited to imagine,
interact and engage with the magic ball as it
transforms from page to page.
AUD RRP: $19.95
Release Date: 02/09/2021
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781922358738
Pages: 32
Size: 240 X 240

Mummy!
Where are
You?

Heroes of
Black
Summer

By Oates Charmaine
LITTLE STEPS

By Craig Sheather
and Kylie Miller
AUSTRALIAN
GEOGRAPHIC

Mummy! Where are you?' Today is Charlie’s favourite day of
the week – it’s stay-at-home-with-Mummy day! But it’s
Mum’s only day off from work and she has a lot to do!
Moving from room to room, Mummy is too quick for Charlie
to keep up. Finding Mummy and joining in the fun is now the
game of the day!

Heroes of Black Summer is a brand new picture book
illustrating some of the heroic, brave and kind actions
of Australian people during the 2019-20 bushfire
season. Each mini story captures a real life experience
of the harrowing events from individuals and families
living in the East Gippsland region.

AUD RRP: $14.95
Release Date: 17/06/2021
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $19.99
Release Date: 25/06/2021
Format: Hardback

ISBN-13: 9781922358912
Pages: 32
Size: 275 X 240

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781922388230
Pages: 32
Size: 260 X 260
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Just Like Me

Princesses Wear
Sneakers

By Tess Osborne and
Illustrated by Zoe
Osborne
LITTLE STEPS

By Sam Squiers and
Illust. by Annabel Cutler
LITTLE STEPS

Just Like Me is a lovely story about friendship and
celebrating the similarities that connect us.
AUD RRP: $14.95
Release Date: 02/09/2021
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781925839845
Pages: 24
Size: 240 X 240

Princess Ellie loves playing sports, but she has a little
problem ... nobody seems to think that her sporty
interests are very princess-like! When disaster strikes the
kingdom, Princess Ellie sets out to prove that princesses
wear sneakers.
AUD RRP: $14.95
Release Date: 20/05/2020
Format: Paperback

I Don't Want to
Go to School!

The Village

By Pellai Alberto
MAGINATION PRESS

By Katrina Lau Hammond
and Illust. by Krista Brennan
LITTLE STEPS

School can seem very scary to lots of kids. The series
boosts confidence with fun stories to ease transition. This
sensitive book will help kid and parents talk about this big
step and transition to being apart during the day-and
maybe even have fun at school!
AUD RRP: $26.99
Release Date: 23/04/2021
Format: Hardback

ISBN-13: 9781925839753
Pages: 32
Size: 230 X 230

ISBN-13: 9781433832444
Pages: 24
Size: 203 X 100

Charlie’s mum isn’t feeling so well, yet people keep visiting
their home. As he learns about his mum’s cancer
treatments and sees how people gather around to help,
he begins to understand what it means to have a ‘village’.
AUD RRP: $16.95
Release Date: 13/08/2021
Format: Paperback

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781922358981
Pages: 36
Size: 275 X 240
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Illustrated Treasury of Grimm's Fairy Tales
Drescher Daniela
Two hundred years ago the Brothers Grimm published their famous
collection of folk tales, including these thirty much-loved stories of
helpful elves; giants who can see into the next land; foolish but goodhearted lads; princesses with golden hair; faithful servants and wicked
queens. This sumptuously illustrated collection of essential Grimm
classics includes stories every childhood needs: 'The Frog Prince', 'Little
Red Riding Hood', 'Sleeping Beauty', 'Cinderella', 'Rumpelstiltskin' and
dozens more .Each tale is brought to life with radiant, faithful pictures
from Daniela Drescher, one of Germany's best-loved illustrators, who are
sure to fire any child's imagination.

Illustrated Treasury of Hans Christian Andersen's Fairy Tales

FLORIS BOOKS
AUD RRP: $36.99
ISBN13: 9780863159473
Release Date: 14/05/2013
Pages: 208
Format: Hardback
Size: 284 X 223

FLORIS BOOKS

AUD RRP: $24.99
ISBN13: 9781782501183
Hans Christian Andersen's classic tales of foolish emperors, lonely
Release Date: 14/11/2014
mermaids, icy queens and clever princesses have delighted children and Discount: TRADE
adults alike for nearly two centuries. The stories' unique magic and
INTERNATIONAL
wonder make them essential reading for any childhood. This beautifully Format: Hardback
illustrated collection of Andersen's best-loved fairy tales includes The
Pages: 216
Little Mermaid, The Snow Queen, Thumbelina, The Princess and the Pea Size: 225 X 180
and The Emperor's New Clothes. Each story is brought to life with
charming illustrations by Anastasiya Archipova, illustrator of dozens of
children's books. This gift edition of Andersen's tales is designed for little
hands and will make a beautiful addition to any bookshelf.
Andersen Hans Christian

An Illustrated Collection of Fairy Tales for Brave Children

FLORIS BOOKS

AUD RRP: $36.99
ISBN13: 9781782506713
From wicked queens and fearsome beasts to sneaky witches and terrible Release Date: 16/01/2021
giants, this stunning collection of darkly magical fairy tales gathers
Pages: 88
stories of children who show true courage and face their fears.
Format: Hardback
Rediscover seven classic emboldening tales, Hansel and Gretel, The
Size: 254 X 210
Selfish Giant, Beauty and the Beast, The Spirit in the Bottle, Vassilissa,
The Wild Swans and The Three Golden Hairs from renowned storytellers
the Brothers Grimm, Hans Christian Andersen, Oscar Wilde and more.
Each story is enriched by atmospheric artwork from award-winning
illustrator Scott Plumbe. Perfect for bedtime reading, this collection is an
ideal gift for fearless children everywhere.
Andersen Hans Chris
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Ordering:
To order titles in the Student Learning & Support +
Recommended Reading Catalogue Winter 2022 Edition order through your
preferred library or educational supplier or fill out the form below.
For a complete list of titles, information and prices, head to the following link to find
out more: https://www.woodslane.com.au/promotion/eduwin22

*Delivery fee $7.95 for orders under the net value of $150
**Prices subject to change without notice
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